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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

The type of models discussed in this paper is called dynamic micromodels, which are
mathematical models developed for the purpose to give explanations of structure and
development for individual units. These models are characterixed by direct utilization
of individual time-series data without the traditional detour through a previous general
purpose statistical aggregation with the implied reduction of information. Even
though dynamic micro-models may be developed for any type of statistical units for
which appropriate time-series exist, the model building discussed here refers to persons
only. The models may comprise demographic, educational, occupational, economic,
social, sociological, psychological, medical, and other variables.
One aim is to develop models which each may contribute both to increase our
empirical knowledge about the particular fields on which they are applied and to
stimulate the methodological work on this type of models. Another aim is that the
micro-models can be transformed to macro-relations and included as integral parts
of a general framework which has been named the socio-demographic model. The
ultimate aim should be that some time in the future we should be able to run the sociodemographic model concurrently with our macro-economic models in such a way that
the interaction between the socio-demographic and the economic spheres can be
taken consistently into account in analysis and planning. [1, 6].
The work on dynamic micro-models was initiated for several reasons. First, an
increasing demand for information about the likely future socio-demographic development was noted. Second, the Norwegian population registration system led to a
cumulation of individual information which was too valuable to remain unused in the
statistical data files. Third, the development of modern data processing equipment
gave us the tool needed to process the large volume of individual data directly for
analytical purposes.
The model work is being carried out in the Study Group for Population Models
organized within the Norwegian Central Bureau of Statistics.
2. DATA REGISTERS AND FILES

2.1 Identification number system
In this presentation, we are only concerned with individual data identified by the
official Norwegian identification numbers which were based on current population
registration data and the 1960 Population Census and introduced October 1, 1964.
[5, 7]. The individual identification number has the following two important characteristics :
1. The numbers are unambiguous identifications for each individual resident person,
i.e. there will never be two or more persons with the same number.
2. The numbers are permanent identifications attached to the individual persons
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through their complete lifetime, i.e. each person keeps until his death the number
assigned to him when born.
Statistical systems with the objective to preserve information for ready access and
process analysis by systematical identification of the data registered and filed, are
called statistical file systems [4]. In Norway, important administrative authorities
including the population registration, the taxation administration, the national social
insurance, and parts of health and school administration, use the identification numbers in their work and the data registered are compiled, organized and stored by the
Central Bureau of Statistics in statistical data files.
2.2 Files for identified, individual data
The files for identified, individual data are that part of the Norwegian statistical
data file system which contains data for individual persons identified by the identification numbers, in contrast e.g. to those files which contain individual data without
identification numbers, statistics, unit data for establishments and other statistical
units. The present extension of the files of personal data is illustrated by the table below.
Because of the large volume of the files their organization may be essential in the
efforts of making them easily available for analytical purposes. The present organization of individual data into subfiles is usually by period and source of data while the
ordering of individual records within each subfile is usually by identification number.
TABLE
Content of the files of identified, individual data. January 1, 1969
Content

Registration frequency

1 . Date and place of birth
2. Municipality of residence
3. Name . . . .
4. Address
5. Marital status . .
6. Date and place of death
7. Migration data
8. Mother's identification number
9. Father's identification number .
10. Spouse's identification number
1 1 . Income data
12. Health data
13. Taxation data
14. Higher education
15. Family relations
16. Education
17. Occupation
18. Industrial activity
19. Data about housing condition .

Decennial

Annual

Current
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

. . .
. . .
. . .

X
X
X

x
x
x
x

. . .

(from 1967)
(from 1967)
(from 1967)
(from 1968)
X
X
x
x
x

(per Nov.
(per Nov.
(per Nov.
(per Nov.
(per Nov.

1,
1,
1,
1,
1,

1960)
1960)
1960)
1960)
1960)

An important aspect in connection with the data files is to maintain a catalogue of
variables which for each variable recorded gives a definition, a specification of the
time period in which this definition was used, and reference to where in the files it is
stored. The catalogue is essential in this context because the dynamic micro-model
building is based on the variation in individual values of variables during a period and
it must be possible to distinguish changes in variable value from definitional changes.
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2.3 Planned registration
The 1970 census of population in Norway will be carried out in such a way that all
census data can be incorporated in the files of identified, individual data. An important
objective for the census operation is to check the data of the existing files and to get a
basis for extending the current registration to changes in family relations, education
and occupation.
At present, the links between a child born and its parents, and between spouses have
been currently registered after October, 1964. By means of the 1970 census family links
will be established for all couples and for children living together with their parents.
From 1970 changes in these family structures will be currently recorded.
Periodical updating of individual changes in educational level as recorded in the
census may be established according to the following procedure. A register of all
teaching institutions is being established and maintained as part of the central register
of establishments and institutions also maintained by the Bureau. Once a year each
institution will be required to report each pupil admitted, continuing and graduating,
by identification number. This system is not likely to be justified only because of the
statistical needs. The efficiency for administration purposes will therefore be a very
important aspect when the decision has to be taken. One problem is how to make the
identification numbers available to the reporting institutions since their pupils are not
required so far to know or carry any documents which contain their numbers. In the
long run, this problem will be solved by the introduction of the numbers on birth and
graduation certificates which are the documents required for school admittance. In the
short run, other provisional ways are considered. The system is already established in
connection with the examination for the General Certificate and for admittance and
examinations on university level.
Individual, identified data on occupation and economic activity are only available
for the whole population in connection with the 1960 Census. This gives a rather poor
data basis for estimating the structures of models explaining the choice of occupation.
There are several alternatives for a more frequent registration. One is to exploit the
annual income declarations more intensively. The taxation administration pre-prints
the official identification numbers, names and addresses on forms distributed annually
to each known income earner. The main data including the identification number are
transferred from each returned declaration to data processing media for administrative
purposes and copied for the statistical data files. Occupation is, however, one of the
items on the forms which at present are not coded and transferred. If also this item
was transferred to machine media, it would give a much improved basis for the
analysis of occupational changes.
2.4 General characteristics of the filed data
From the model builder's point of view, the following characteristics of the filed,
identified, individual data are essential:
(a) The number of individual units observed is large compared with the few standard
statistical groups for which aggregate statistics so far have been the only data available
and gives a basis for higher precision estimates.
(b) The number of direct or indirect characteristics which can be derived from the
files is larger than the number of aggregates which was possibly justified on the basis
of anticipated needs in traditional processing, and increases the range of possible
model hypotheses.
(c) Individual events can be dated exactly in contrast to the number of events in a
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group of units which could only be given for a period, and this permits the analyst to
build models which utilize more of the recorded information.
(d) Working with individual data, we have observations about the behaving unit
and may avoid to make implicit assumptions about homogeneity within groups
required in some cases when utilizing aggregated data.
3. THE S O C I O - D E M O G R A P H I C MODEL AND D Y N A M I C MICRO-MODELS

3.1 Model types
The utilization of the individual data files is of course not reserved only for dynamic
micro-model building. In this context we are, however, only concerned with models
which can be regarded as parts of the general socio-demographic model frame, the
purpose of which is to coordinate forces as much as possible toward a common aim.
The socio-demographic model will consist of:
1. Definitional relations taking care of the necessary definitional restrictions on the
variables of the model.
2. Structural equations explaining demographic, social, economic, biological,
medical, psychological, institutional relations, etc. among the variables.
One subset of the definitional relations will be a socio-demographic accounting
system of relations in which the individual persons represent the accounting units.
Such a system requires the establishment of consistent classification systems for
aggregation. Because the individual data are stored in accessible files, we are, however,
at least in principle free to repeat our computational procedures for alternative classification systems. There may also be other types of definitional relations needed in the
model for accounting units different from the person.
When previously we were working on aggregated data the following dilemma was
frequently met in formulation of structural relations. To avoid that aggregated data
should represent restrictions on the form of the relations because of the theoretical
aggregation problem, the model builder often had to assume that the statistical group
could be assumed to represent a behaving unit. On the other hand, such an assumption does not permit the analyst to investigate central problems as entrance and exit
of the persons as events associated with their individual characteristics.
In our approach, we try to avoid this dilemma by assuming that the events which
characterize the lives of individual persons can be regarded as realizations of a stochastic
process. This process may be of a complex type. To illustrate the model approach,
assume that the registered life of each person is described by values of the following
four families of random variables:
xt- associated with a discrete space A. The variable may e.g. denote educational status
at the end of year l'.
z, associated with a discrete space B. zt may e.g. denote the marital status at time t.
ut, associated with a continuous space C. ut, may e.g. denote annual income during
year t'.
v, associated with a continuous space D. vt may e.g. denote the working intensity
at time t.
t' is a discrete-time index and / a continuous-time index both running through an
interval (0, T}.
The purpose of our studies is to investigate the structure of the joint probability
function of the process. As a first step, we may study the following probability func-
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tions for each family of variables separately. (At, Bt, Cl and Dt denote subsets from
A, B, CandZ)):

Px = P(xt,zA0 \xt,_1eA1;xf-2eA2;.. .)

(1)

We may thus study the transition probabilities such as the probability that a person
will have an educational status belonging to A0 at the end of year t' subject to a specified educational pattern for the previous years. If the transition probabilities are
independent both of t' and the pattern prior to t' - 1, an ordinary homogeneous,
discrete-time Markov chain model can be applied.
Pz = P(zteB0 | z ( _ s i e £ i ; z t _ S 2 e B 2 ; . . .)

(2)

Pz gives the probability that the marital status will be in B0 at time t given a certain
pattern of marital statuses at a set of previous moments. This will require a study of
the forces of transition between the states. Subject to the assumption that these forces
are independent of time and that only the last status and the interval length s^ affect
the transition probability, we have the case of a time-continuous, homogeneous
Markov chain model approach.
Pu = P(ut, e C0 | u ( ,_! e C; ut,_2 e C 2 ; . . .)

(3)

Pu is the probability that the annual income in year t' will belong to the set C0
assuming that the incomes in previous years belonged to C1, C2, • • • If we are mainly
interested in expected income given the incomes for a certain number of previous
periods we will have a difference-equational model.

Pv = P(vteD0\vt.teD1;vt.,leD2;...)

(4)

Pv is the probability that the working intensity will belong to the set D0 at time t,
given that it belonged to D1 at si time units earlier and D2 at time t-s2, and so on.
In this case as well we may frequently be interested mainly in the expected working
intensity rather than the complete probability function, and are led to a differential
equation model.
We may, however, assume that the families of variables are not independent and
therefore the dependence structure may become an important part of our investigations [8]. A hierarchy of probability functions can be formulated. A few examples
may illustrate some of the aspects of the simultaneous analysis:
Pxu = P (xt, e A0, ut, e C0 I *,._! e A1;«,,-! e C t ; . . .)

(5)

Pxu denotes the probability that during the year t' a person will increase his educational status from A j, to A0 and change his income from C1 to C0 given the educational
states and incomes in the past.
We may in particular assume that A0 = A, i.e. study the associated marginal
probability function for xf and that only the next previous situation affects the
probability. Then, if we still are interested in the expected income only, we will have
a difference equation model which may also comprise a complex of binary variables
each representing some educational status. The model may represent an explanation
of the size of income as determined by previous income and education.
A parallel situation is obtained when we assume C0 = C and disregard the situation
in all but the present and previous year. The interpretation of the model might be
that the propensity to acquire education depends on the education already obtained
and the income in the previous period. This gives a model which is much similar to
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the discrete Markov chain model except that all transition probabilities will be a
function of the value of continuous variable x(. _t .
za

= P (zt e B0 , v,

| z,_51 e B± , v,_s

(6)

The hypothesis behind the study of this function is e.g. that the probabilities of the
working intensity and of the marital status at time t is simultaneously determined by
the values and statuses previously observed and the lengths of the intervals between
these observations.
Of course, even more complex structures may be considered. But already at the
level given by the above examples, serious theoretical problems arise. The above type
of models and the detailed individual data file represent also a challenge to the study
and development of appropriate estimation methods.
It must be emphasized that even though the utilization of identified, individual data
is the basis for this model approach, we are not interested in research about the named
individual person. As statisticians, we utilize individual data to gain knowledge about
the typical behaviour of anonymous persons.
3.2 Models being developed
The socio-demographic model is so far represented by our demographic model
comprising three submodels explaining mortality, fertility and migration, respectively.
This model represents a system of several hundreds of thousands of relations. The main
purpose of the model is to explain and forecast annual development of the population
specified by one-year age groups and sex for each of the about 450 municipalities in
Norway. The theoretical basis of the model is quite traditional at its present stage.
The model has been made operative by two sets of computer programmes. The
first set contains programmes for utilizing data from the individual data files in estimating the structural parameters. The second set contains programmes for applying
the model in population forecasting. The organization of programmes is modular in
the sense that old relations may be substituted by new versions or the model may be
extended by adding other modules containing relations referring to aspects of the
populations not previously included.
It is the modular flexibility, the use of individual data in estimation and the high
readiness of the operative system which are the essential new aspects distinguishing
this demographic model from similar previous models.
In order to improve the general model, we are carrying out work on several dynamic
micro-models which will be briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.
Effects of specification errors in the demographic model have been studied and the
migration relations are by far the most critical. These relations only take the personal
characteristics as age and sex explicitly into account. Factors representing environment are implicitly taken into account by the specification of the previous and present
municipality of residence.
In one of our projects we are studying the migration probabilities subject to personal
factors as well as specified environment factors associated with the municipalities
which are allowed to change according to the expected or alternatively assumed
changes of the structure of the municipalities.
Among the personal factors describing migration we tentatively will include family
relations, income, education, and occupation. There will probably be interaction
among different factors and it may therefore be appropriate to develop models which
simultaneously explain several factors. There may also be a generation shift in the
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migration tendency which on certain assumptions can be investigated on basis of
the data.
Among the most important environment factors in explaining the migration are
the labour market situation, the supply of residential alternatives, educational possibilities for leisure time activities and the general economic climate in the municipality
of residence compared with other municipalities. The practical problem is to develop
an adequate classification of municipalities by their recorded characteristics.
The problem of efficient utilization of information may be approached by introducing time-continuous migration models.
Marital status is an important personal characteristic both because of its sociological
importance and for explaining variations in fertility. Work is carried out on several
projects to study the structure behind variations in this characteristic. [2,3]. It is
being studied both separately and simultaneously with fertility in time-continuous
Markov-chain models. In the formulation of the fertility models we can, with data
available at present, take into account age and municipality of residence of the woman
and the date when she bears a child. We shall also be able in a short time to include
the income and the structure of the family she belongs to as explanatory variables.
Mortality seems to be the event which is explained most satisfactorily by the demographic model at present. However, there are of course still unexplained variations
also in mortality and we are carrying out studies on mortality by consumption structures, occupation and industry activity to evaluate possible effects on mortality by
changes in consumption pattern and industrial activity.
3.3 Planned model projects
The future building of models in this field will be determined by the access to qualified
labour and the necessary financial grants. The individual data files already represent
a rich data source for extensive model building which can contribute significantly to
our present knowledge if efficiently utilized.
The planned research activity will be on:
(a) Improving and expanding the relations of the demographic model based on the
dynamic micro-models being developed.
(b) Development of dynamic micro-models for the study of demand for education,
and choice of occupation.
(c) Expanding the socio-demographic model to include relations explaining the
demand for education and the supply of labour.
(d) Expanding the model to include relations explaining the degree of activity reductions due to diseases.
The first point has already been discussed. The terms "demand for education",
"choice of occupation", and "supply of labour" are used to emphasize that the analysis
will be from the point of view of the pupil and the worker. A more precise terminology
would be to say that we plan to investigate the probability functions for education and
occupation.
We imagine that the dynamic micro-models for education and occupation also have
to include personal as well as environment variables. The personal variables may be
age, date of birth, sex, marital status, previous education, and occupation. The environment variables which are meaningful, may be family characteristics, parents' education and occupation, characteristics describing the municipality of residence, etc.
The development of the above indicated micro-models will depend on the possibility
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to establish the necessary identified, individual data registration of educational and
occupational changes. In any case, the socio-demographic model can be expanded to
include relations for education and occupation frequences and changes based on the
1960 and 1970 population censuses. Health surveys being carried out may also give a
basis for including frequencies of disablement because of diseases.
We hope that the socio-demographic model may be expanded step by step until it
can produce the expected social and demographic implications of plans proposed and
contribute information necessary for a comprehensive evaluation of alternative plans.
4. R E M A R K S ON C O N F I D E N T I A L I T Y

The risk of misuse of information in files of identified individual data is being discussed in many countries. In Norway, the legislation authorizes the Central Bureau
of Statistics to collect private data from different sources, but does not permit the
Bureau to pass on the identified, individual data either to government authorities, or
to private persons and institutions. All exploitation requiring access to identified,
individual data must therefore be carried out within the Bureau. This seems to be a
well balanced solution between the requirements for confidential treatment of the
data on the one hand and for the utilization of valuable data in research on the other.
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RESUME
Archives de donnees individuettes concernant des personnes et leur utilisation pour la construction de
modeles socio-demographiques au Bureau Central de Statistique de Norvege
En Norvege, on utilise un systeme de reference commun, contenant des chiffres d'identification,
dans les diverses operations administratives et statistiques ou Ton enregistre des donnees concernant
chaque individu a un instant donne. Ces donnees sont centralists systematiquement au Bureau
Central de Statistique dans un depot de renseignements personnels qui possede ainsi toute 1'histoire
des individus. Ces archives sont conservees et disponibles automatiquement grace a un ordinateur
electronique.
Les evenements qui surviennent dans la vie d'un individu sont considered comme les realisations de
processus stochastiques definis par des micromodeles dynamiques. Nous essayons de prouver 1'existence de ces modeles et d'estimer leur structure a partir des donnees individuelles figurant dans nos
archives pour une periode de temps connue, afin d'integrer ces modeles a un modele socio-demographique plus large. Plus tard, nous esperons pouvoir confronter ce modele a nos modeles economiques pour 1'analyse des relations entre les facteurs socio-demographiques et economiques, en vue de
1'analyse et de la prevision en matiere de sciences sociales.
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Pour le moment, le modele socio-demographique n'est suffisamment avance que pour permettre
I'analyse et la prevision de la mortalite, de la natalite et des mouvements migrateurs par sexe et age
dans 454 communes. Le modele est mis en oeuvre par deux ensembles de programmes E.D.B.: un
ensemble de programmes d'estimation et un ensemble de programmes de prevision.
En dehors de ce modele, on precede a d'autres recherches et on a prevu une serie d'etudes de micro
modeles demographiques relatifs aux problemes de 1'education, a 1'activite professionnelle, etc. . . .
Ces recherches postulent des donnees de caractere confidentiel et c'est pourquoi elles doivent etre
effectuees au Bureau Central de Statistique.

